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(57) ABSTRACT 

A cylindrical coaxial electrical connector comprising a male 
portion and a female portion, the connector being of the type 
that includes an intermediate Strip of contact Springs of 
elastic material, the Springs being united at their ends by two 
continuous Side Strips and each having a Succession of 
tongues extending the Side Strip outwards, Said intermediate 
Strip being placed in an annular housing in one or other of 
the two portions, Said housing having two side flanks with 
walls that are perpendicular to the axis of the connector, 
wherein each elastic tongue has a first face bent towards the 
bottom of the housing and then bent in the opposite direction 
to form an end face rising up towards the outside of the 
housing, the end of Said face bearing against the Side flank 
of Said annular housing. 

4 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR 

The present invention relates to a cylindrical coaxial 
electrical connector comprising a male portion and a female 
portion, and of the type having an intermediate Strip of 
contact Springs placed in an annular housing in one of the 
two portions. 

The invention applies in particular, although in non 
limiting manner, to contacts for passing permanent currents 
in high Voltage and medium Voltage Switchgear. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Contact Springs are made of punched metal Strip material. 
They are parallel to one another like the rungs of a ladder 
and they are therefore connected at each end to respective 
continuous Side Strips. Each Side Strip also has lobes or 
"tongues' e.g. in the form of isosceles trapeziums which are 
bent out from the plane of the strip. To mount the strip, the 
portion which receives it, e.g. the male portion, has an 
annular housing with Side flanks that slope So as to form a 
dovetail-shape. The above-mentioned tongues thus are 
brought to bear against these side flankS. However in order 
to insert the Strip into the annular housing of dovetail 
Section, it is necessary to make a transverse Strip-insertion 
slot. In order to avoid this additional machining, which is 
necessary for inserting the Strip, it is known to place the Strip 
in an annular housing whose flanks are at right angles or 
Slope slightly but towards the inside, and to retain the Strip 
in the housing by means of two resilient rings, one on each 
Side of the Strip and bearing radially against the tongues of 
the Side Strips. That Solution is not Satisfactory Since the 
preSSure exerted is not uniform over the entire circumfer 
ence of the ring and there is a risk of the Strip of contact 
Springs being held poorly. 

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to mitigate those 
drawbacks, and the invention provides a cylindrical coaxial 
electrical connector comprising a male portion and a female 
portion, the connector being of the type that includes an 
intermediate Strip of contact Springs of elastic material, the 
Springs being united at their ends by two continuous side 
Strips and each having a Succession of tongues extending the 
Side Strip outwards, Said intermediate Strip being placed in 
an annular housing in one or other of the two portions, said 
housing having two side flanks with walls that are perpen 
dicular to the axis of the connector, wherein each elastic 
tongue has a first face bent towards the bottom of the 
housing and then bent in the opposite direction to form an 
end face rising up towards the outside of the housing, the end 
of Said face bearing against the Side flank of Said annular 
housing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

An embodiment of the invention is described below with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective View of an electrical 
connector of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is on a larger Scale, and shows Separately a part of 
the intermediate Strip of contact Springs and a part of the 
male portion of the electrical connector, depicting the shape 
of the annular housing in which the intermediate Strip of 
contact Springs is to be placed; and 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary section view of the electrical 
connector Showing the intermediate Strip in its housing, and 
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2 
showing the male portion of the connector Situated inside the 
female portion. 

MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

With reference to FIG. 1, there can be seen a diagram of 
a cylindrical coaxial electrical connector comprising a 
female portion 1 and a male portion 2. The male portion 2 
is fitted with an intermediate Strip 3 of contact Springs. This 
intermediate Strip 3 is made of an elastic material that has 
resilient properties. It is disposed in an annular housing in 
the male portion 2. 

In the example shown, it is the male portion which 
receives the intermediate Strip of contact Springs, however 
the opposite configuration is also possible. 
With reference now to FIGS. 2 and 3, there follows a 

description of the particular features of the intermediate Strip 
and of the housing for Said Strip. 

FIG. 2 shows a part of the intermediate strip 3. It has 
contact Springs 4 which are united at their ends by continu 
ous side strips 5 and 6. The side strips 5 and 6 have tongues 
7 that extend the strip outwards. 

This intermediate Strip 3 is made of an elastic material 
having resilient properties. Prior to the treatment that 
imparts Said elastic properties to the Spring, the Strip is 
punched, the Springs 4 are twisted, and the tongues are bent 
into the desired shape. 
To put the intermediate Strip 3 of contact Springs into 

place, the male portion 2 has an annular housing 8 with two 
side flanks 9 and 10. These side flanks 9 and 10 are plane and 
perpendicular to the axis X of the connector (see FIGS. 1 and 
3). 
As shown clearly in FIGS. 2 and 3, the elastic tongues 7 

form Springs like the intermediate Strip 3 as a whole, with a 
first face 11 bent down towards the bottom 12 of the housing 
8 followed by a bend in the opposite direction to form an end 
face 13 that rises towards the outside of the housing 8. 

In position, as shown in FIG. 3, the face 13 has its end 
bearing against the flank 9 (or 10) of the housing 8. 
The angle between said face 13 on each tongue 7 and the 

flanks 9 or 10 is an acute angle. 
Thus, it is easy to insert the Strip into its housing and the 

Strip is Securely held therein without requiring any addi 
tional part, because of the Spring effect produced by the 
tongues 13 against the flanks 9 and 10. The faces 13 of the 
tongues whose ends are directed towards the outside of the 
housing bear against the flankS 9 and 10 at an acute angle, 
thus forming a Self-locking System that opposes removal of 
the intermediate Strip. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A cylindrical coaxial electrical connector comprising: 
a male portion; 
a female portion into which the male portion is inserted; 

and 

an intermediate Strip of contact Springs of elastic material, 
the Springs being united at their ends by two continuous 
Side Strips from which a Succession of tongues extends 
in an outward direction, the intermediate Strip being 
placed in an annular housing provided in one of the 
male portion and the female portion, the housing hav 
ing at least two internal Side walls that are perpendicu 
lar to the axis of the connector, 

wherein each elastic tongue has a first face bent towards 
the bottom of the housing and an end face extended 
from the first face and bent in the opposite direction and 
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rising up towards the outside of the housing, the end of a Strip of contact Springs placed in the housing, the Springs 
the end face bearing against at least one of the two Side being united at their ends by two continuous Side Strips 
walls of the annular housing. from which a Succession of tongues extends, 

2. An electrical connector according to claim 1, wherein 
the end face on each of the tongues is at an acute angle with 5 
the at least one of the two side walls. 

3. A cylindrical coaxial electrical connector comprising: 

wherein each tongue has a first portion extending towards 
a bottom of the housing and a Second portion extending 
from the first portion and away from the bottom of the 
housing, the Second portion bearing against at least one 

a male portion; of the two side walls. 
a female portion into which the male portion is inserted; 4. An electrical connector according to claim 3, wherein 
an annular housing provided in one of the male portion the Second portion on each of the tongues forms an acute 

and the female portion, the housing having at least two angle with the at least one of the two Side walls. 
internal Side walls that are perpendicular to the axis of 
the connector; and k . . . . 


